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1. Background
Applicants Name:
Application Name:
Contact:
Programming Language:
Programming Model:
Referred Assessment Report:

CINECA National Supercomputing Center, Italy.
fftxlib – QE miniapp
Carlo Cavazzoni (c.cavazzoni@cineca.it)
Fortran, C
MPI, OpenMP
POP_AR_02

FFTXlib is the stand-alone miniapp that represents the Fast Fourier Transformation
(FFT) kernel of Quantum ESPRESSO, one of the most used plane-wave DFT codes
in the community of material science. The miniapp allows analyzing the impact of the
parallelization parameters and their performance and is an easy-to-use tool for codesign and benchmarking of novel architectures like the KNL. The FFT kernel
implements a layered MPI communication with FFT task groups to split the cost of
collective communication operations to balance the impact on the performance.
However, the complexity in the many parallelization layers can be hard to manage,
which was one reason for the development of the miniapp.
The FFTXlib miniapp reproduces the FFT kernel needed when an operator diagonal
in real space should be applied to the wave functions. Since the wave functions are
expressed in the reciprocal space, first a forward transformation is applied, then the
potential is applied and, finally, a backward transformation is performed. When the
FFT task group parallelization is switched on, each MPI process has only a subset of
the G-vectors for a given set of Kohn-Sham states. For the computation of the FFT,
then, the G-vectors should be redistributed with an MPI_Alltoall inside the task
groups. After this has been done, the FFT can be computed for the whole wave
function. The structure of the code with task groups is depicted in Figure 1.
DO I =
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
END DO

1, NB, NTG
pack NTG bands
multi-band FW-FFT along
multi-band Scatter
multi-band FW-FFT along
VOFR
multi-band BW-FFT along
multi-band Scatter
multi-band BW-FFT along
unpack NTG bands

Z
XY
XY
Z

Figure 1. Mockup of the FFT kernel in the FFTXlib with task groups.

Using this schema, the communication is split in two parts. The first one is taking
place in the pack/unpack routines. Here the G-vectors are redistributed among the
processes belonging to the different task groups. The second one is taking place in
the scatter between the 1D and 2D FFT. In this function the data is scattered from
the 1D pencils to the 2D planes with an MPI_Alltoall. It is important to stress that the
second communication takes place only within the task groups.
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2. Previous Assessment and Recommendations
The performance audit (POP_AR_02) registered low scalability at shared memory
level, mainly due to the following observations:




The current hybrid version shows inefficient behavior for 5 threads (the
current default) and beyond. Some parallel regions are not implemented in
OpenMP, thus, the master threads carry out most of the main computational
and communication operations.
In the main region, the code performs independent FFT operations that are
called one after another, each of them involving multiple compute phases and
calls to MPI_Alltoall.

In consequence we suggested:




Improve implementation of parallel regions; this could be done with a pure
fork-join parallelization. However, we recommended using a task-based
approach since it allows overlapping serialized regions with other regions
executed before or after them.
Using OpenMP tasks at a coarse level would be a potential mechanism to
overlap the communication and computation of different FFTs.

We realized the above described suggestions with a task based approach and
achieved a substantial runtime improvement. However, the provided version of the
FFTXlib was only partly representing the correct behavior of the entire suite. In
particular, a data dependency of the entire suite was not represented in the FFTXlib.
After communicating the results to the customer, the FFTXlib was modified
accordingly. In addition, the miniapp was modified and simplified in other aspects,
too. As a result, the new behavior of the FFTXlib was not comparable to the behavior
observed in the performance audit.
In the following we focus on the new, modified and simplified version of the FFTXlib
miniapp that better represents the behavior of the entire Quantum ESPRESSO suite.
The first implementation and optimization of the old version is covered in Appendix A.
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3. Analysis of the new FFTXlib Version
Since the new version showed different behavior then assessed in the POP audit, we
performed a new analysis. Since the HPC system of the original analysis was not in
service anymore and the applicant was additionally interested in the performance on
the new Intel Knights Landing (KNL) architecture, the analysis and optimizations
primarily target the KNL architecture. This is particularly interesting because the
applicant’s main system (Marconi at CINECA) contains a large KNL partition.
To not over-represent the analysis part in this proof-of-concept report, we only
include a subset of the analysis results that were important to draw new
recommendations and realize the new optimizations.

Figure 2 shows the runtime of the FFT phase with an increasing number of MPI
ranks ranging from 1x8 (ranks x FFT task groups) to 32x8; whereas the last two
entries (16x8 and 32x8) use 2 and 4 hyper-threads per core, respectively. It can be
seen that, first, the FFT phase does not scale very well with an increasing number of
MPI ranks and, second, there is not benefit from using the hyper-threading; in fact
the runtime is increased again.

Figure 2. Runtime of the FFT phase with increasing number of MPI ranks with the
following parameters: Plane wave energy cut off: 80, lattice parameter: 20, number of
bands: 128, number of task groups: 8.
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To identify the main issues with the limited scalability we recorded traces of the
different measurements with Extrae 3.4.3 in detailed tracing mode. Based on the
traces we computed basic efficiency and scalability factors that allow modeling the
overall efficiency. Table 1 and Table 2 depict these factors for an increasing number
of MPI ranks (the configuration 32x8 is excluded since it does not provide any
additional benefit or information over 16x8).

1x8

2x8

4x8

8x8

16x8

Parallel Efficiency

95.75%

91.21%

92.70%

90.97%

86.15%

 Load Balance

97.31%

95.04%

98.31%

98.18%

96.91%

 Comm. Efficiency

98.40%

95.97%

94.29%

92.66%

88.90%

 Serialization

99.56%

98.88%

98.09%

97.76%

95.81%

 Transfer

98.83%

97.06%

96.13%

94.78%

92.78%

Computation Scalability*

100.00%

91.87%

78.09%

54.74%

27.32%

Global Efficiency

95.75%

83.80%

72.39%

49.79%

23.54%

Table 1. Time efficiencies for the FOA for the MPI-only scaling measurements.

1x8

2x8

4x8

8x8

16x8

IPC Scalability*

100.00%

92.78%

78.68%

56.28%

28.26%

Instructions Scalability*

100.00%

99.78%

99.62%

99.42%

98.88%

Table 2. Other efficiencies for the FOA for the MPI-only scaling measurements.
* Reference values are useful computation, IPC and total instructions based on 1x8.

The basic idea of the model is combining these factors to compute derived indicators
for performance issues. For instance, the global efficiency is derived by combining
(multiplying) the parallel efficiency with the computation scalability; whereas the
parallel efficiency itself is derived by combining (multiplying) load balance and
communication efficiency. Load balance is defined by the average time divided by
the maximum time spent in computation. The communication efficiency is defined as
the maximum time over all processes in computation; i.e. outside of MPI. The
computation scalability is the accumulated time over all processes in computation in
relation to the smallest run, in this case 1x8. It can be further characterized by IPC
and instruction scalability, which relate the average IPC in computation and the
accumulated number of instructions in computation to the smallest run, respectively.
From Table 1 and Table 2 can be inferred that the main issues that limit scalability
are the low computation scalability and the decreasing communication efficiency. It
also shows why hyper-threading does not provide additional benefits since the
average IPC is more or less cut in half when going from 8x8 (no hyper-threading) to
16x8 (two-time hyper-threading). Apart from these, the FFTXlib achieves a very good
load balance and instructions scalability (i.e. parallel work load replication), which
testify the high level of the previously performed optimizations. In addition, the twolayer MPI communication has shown to effectively reduce the decrease in
communication efficiency.
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Figure 3 details the detected issues in the form of timelines. The upper timeline
depicts the entire FFT phase with the color representing the length of each compute
phase on a gradient from green (short) to blue (long). This timeline presents the
general behavior of the FFT phase where the 64 FFTs are executed with 8 FFTs at
the same time, i.e. 8 repeating phases can be seen.
On the bottom there are three timelines zoomed into the third of these 8 repeating
phases. These timelines show from left to right the average IPC, the MPI calls, and
the used communicators. They allow identifying the main phases of the FFT: the
preparation of the Psis with very low IPC (light green, average 0.06 IPC), the packing
of the group sticks which calls an MPI_Alltoallv (dark yellow in the MPI call timeline),
the forward FFT along Z (second phase in IPC timeline, average 0.52 IPC), the
forward scatter which calls MPI_Alltoall (violet in the MPI call timeline), the forward
FFT along XY, the inner loop, and the backward FFT along XY (all three in the
central phase, average 0.77 IPC), as well as the backward scatter, backward FFT
along Z, and unpacking of the group sticks (all three mirroring the forward direction).
The communicator timeline highlights well the different communication operations
and partners in the two-layered MPI communication with the FFT task groups. In the
packing and unpacking of the group sticks there are 8 sub-communicators with 8
neighboring ranks each performing the MPI_Alltoallv. In general, for a setup of RxT
(MPI ranks x FFT task groups) there are R sub-communicators with T ranks each. In
the forward and backward scatter there are again 8 sub-communicators with 8
alternating ranks each (i.e. 1, 9, 17, ...) performing the MPI_Alltoall. In general, for a
setup of RxT there are T sub-communicators with R ranks each.

Figure 3. Timeline showing the FFT phase (top), and a zoom into a single sub-phase
with the average IPC, the MPI calls, and the used communicators.
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4. Optimization
Based on the analysis of the FFTXlib we implemented two different optimization
strategies. Both strategies convert different parts of the code into tasks where the
dependencies are handled by the OmpSs runtime environment. In particular, there is
a flow dependency within each loop iteration, while the iterations itself are
independent from each other.
The first optimization strategy targets the decreasing communication efficiency by
trying to overlap communication with computation phases. Therefore, each step of
the FFT is converted into a task with the according dependencies, which can be done
by marking them with the $omp task pragma as shown in Figure 4. This allows the
OmpSs runtime to schedule each task only based on their dependencies, not by
user-defined order. After that, we enabled all threads to participate in the parallel
regions by nesting tasks in fft_scalar.FFTW.f90. To this aim, we converted the main
loops in functions cft_2xy and cft_2z into OpenMP task loops. The task loops
distribute the number of iterations of the loop in chops equal to a given grain size. For
our implementation, we have used a grain size equal to 10 and 200 (in the case of
function cft_2z). Finally, we included an outer task loop around the main loop.
!$omp taskloop inout(psis)
DO I = 1, NB, NTG
!$omp task in(aux) out(psis) in(dffts)
CALL pack NTG bands
!$omp task in(psis) in(dffts) out(aux)
CALL multi-band FW-FFT along Z
!$omp task inout(psis) in(dffts) inout(aux)
CALL multi-band Scatter
!$omp task inout(psis) in(dffts)
CALL multi-band FW-FFT along XY
!$omp task inout(psis) in(dffts)
CALL VOFR
!$omp task inout(psis) in(dffts)
CALL multi-band BW-FFT along XY
!$omp task inout(psis, aux) in(dffts)
CALL multi-band Scatter
!$omp task inout(psis) in(aux, dffts)
CALL multi-band BW-FFT along Z
!$omp task in(psis, dffts) out(aux)
CALL unpack NTG bands
END DO
Figure 4. Modifications to execute each step of the FFT as a taskps.
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The second optimization strategy targets the low computation scalability, in
particular, the decreasing IPC. Therefore, we tried to soften the resource contention
by replacing the second MPI layer (the FFT task groups). Instead of converting each
step in to a single task (as for the first optimization), the approach converts each loop
iteration, i.e. each FFT, into a single task (see Figure 5). Since there are no
dependencies between the loop iterations each task can be scheduled without any
further constraints.
We use the individual tasks to de-synchronize the computation phases. As
mentioned in the previous section and as can be seen in the IPC timeline in Figure 3,
there is a main compute phase with high compute intensity (high IPC) and phases
with lower compute intensity. In the original version, all processes execute the
computation phases more or less at the same time since they are statically
parallelized and synchronized with the MPI collective calls. By using tasks that are
scheduled dynamically by the runtime the compute phases are executed based on
dependencies and resource availability. Therefore, the execution of the compute
phases is de-synchronized, i.e. at any time only a subset of processes executes the
main phase with high compute intensity while others execute the phases with lower
compute intensity. As a result, the increasing resource contention that leads to the
decrease in IPC when scaling to the full node (see Table 2) can be partly absorbed.
DO I = 1, NB, NTG
!$omp task default(shared) firstprivate(ipsi) &
!$omp & private(aux, time, i, j) inout(psis) &
!$omp & reduction(+:ncount, my_time)
CALL pack NTG bands
CALL multi-band FW-FFT along Z
CALL multi-band Scatter
CALL multi-band FW-FFT along XY
CALL VOFR
CALL multi-band BW-FFT along XY
CALL multi-band Scatter
CALL multi-band BW-FFT along Z
CALL unpack NTG bands
!$omp end task
END DO
!$omp taskwait
Figure 5. Modifications to execute each FFT as a task.

The first optimization strategy is especially targeting large scales where the impact of
the communication is very high and the computational load is relatively rather small.
The second optimization is especially targeting scenarios with high computational
load. For the execution on the Knights Landing test system, we chose the second
version since the test node contains only 68 cores and the clock frequency of 1.4GHz
is lower than on standard CPUs, i.e. the compute performance is expected to be
lower.
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5. Evaluation
In this section we evaluate the optimization using OmpSs tasks. We first discuss the
general performance gain that can be achieved and then use the performance
analysis tools to detail how this gains are achieved, i.e. evaluate our hypothesis
about increased IPC through decreased resource contention via de-synchronization.
Figure 6 shows the runtime of the FFT phase with an increasing number of MPI
ranks for the second optimization strategy with OmpSs vs. the original version (the
last two entries use 2 and 4 hyper-threads per core, respectively). Thereby, the
original version uses Nx8 MPI ranks, i.e. N ranks for the first MPI layer and 8 FFT
task groups. The OmpSs version uses N MPI ranks and 8 threads that replace the
FFT task groups. From the figure it can be seen that the version using OmpSs
performs the FFT phase about 7-10% faster (not counting hyper-threading), in
particular, the fastest version with OmpSs (16x8) is about 10% faster as the fastest
original version (8x8).

Figure 6. Runtime of the FFT phase with increasing number of MPI ranks with the
following parameters: Plane wave energy cut off: 80, lattice parameter: 20, number of
bands: 128, number of task groups: 8 (original), 1 (OmpSs).

As stated in the previous section, we anticipate higher compute efficiency by
reducing resource contention through asynchronous execution of phases with
different resource requirements, in particular, overlap phases with high compute
intensity and phase with low compute intensity. To evaluate this hypothesis we
recorded the runtime behavior of the original version and the OmpSs version. Figure
7 compares the two versions. It highlights the execution behavior for both in the
timelines on the left side (same time scale) and the distribution of the phases with
regard to IPC in the histogram on the right (same IPC scale). Both versions use 64
cores in a setup of 8x8.
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In the original version (top, left) all phases are executed synchronously as can be
seen by the structured blocks of phases with high IPC (blue) and low IPC (green)
across the processes. Thus, phases with high resource demands are executed
simultaneously on all processes, which leads to the detected resource contention
and decreasing IPC with more active cores on the node. In the same way, phases
with low resource demands are executed simultaneously and, thus, available
resources are not fully utilized. In the OmpSs version (bottom, left) the phase are
executed asynchronously. Thus, phases with high resource demands are executed
at the same time as phases with low resource demands.

Figure 7. The effects of de-synchronizing of compute phases with tasks: original
version with 8 x 8 (top) vs. OmpSs 8 x 8 (bottom). Left: timeline showing the execution
of the compute phases; right: histogram with the distribution of IPC.

The resulting performance with regards to IPC can be observed in the histograms on
the right side of Figure 7. The histograms show the distribution of IPC among the
different phases, whereas each compute phase is categorized by process (vertical
axis), IPC (horizontal axis), and duration (color gradient from green to blue), e.g. the
blue dots represent the blue phases from the timeline on the left. The further on the
right a point is located, the higher the IPC. Phases on the same process with similar
IPC are grouped together and their time is accumulated. The upper histogram of the
original version shows three vertical point clouds, whereas the one on the right sight
with mainly blue dots shows the behavior of the main compute phase with the highest
resource demands. As each process executes these phases more or less at the
same time, all resources are fairly shared and all phases achieve more or less the
same IPC.
In the OmpSs version the IPC of the phases is much more scattered. While generally
such an imbalance is undesirable in a synchronized execution since it leads to wait
times at the synchronization points, for a dynamic scheduling the imbalance has a
much lower effect. In this, case the imbalance was actually the target of our
optimization since the imbalance increases the average IPC. As can be seen, nearly
all blue phases achieve a higher IPC as in the original version. The degree to which
the IPC is increased for each individual phase depends on how many others core are
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executing the same phase at the same time. Blue phases that are close to the value
of the original version are phases that coincide with blue phases on nearly all cores.
Blue phase with higher IPC coincide with green phases on many other cores. While
the behavior of the asynchronous scheduling seems to be more ``chaotic'', the figure
highlights clearly that the dynamic scheduling by the parallel runtime is more efficient
than the static, user-defined scheduling with the FFT task groups. As a result the
average IPC for these phases is increased from about 0.75 to 0.85 IPC.
In addition to the previous gain, the OmpSs version can gain an additional runtime
reduction from two-times hyper-threading of about 3%.This is among others due to
the fact that the tasking approach is much more flexible in resource scheduling than
the static FFT task groups, which allows integrating the additional resources, i.e. the
two-time hyper-threading, more efficiently. Moreover, since the scheduling is done
dynamically during execution by the parallel runtime, not statically by the user, it
frees the user from finding the ideal parallel configuration himself. This is particularly
interesting for further platforms and heterogeneous systems because the runtime is
capable of seamlessly scheduling the tasks on different architectures or accelerators.
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6. Summary
This document presents optimizations and results that serve as a proof-of-concept of
the suggestions done in the performance audit POP_AR_02. In addition, we
performed a second analysis of a new version of the FFTXlib and drew new
conclusions and optimization suggestions. Nonetheless, the suggestions for both
versions include an optimization using a task-based approach to, first, overlap
communication and computation and, second, soften resource contention by
overlapping phases with high resource demands with phases of low resource
demands.
We present two approaches that use tasks based on the OmpSs parallel
programming model. The first approach targets the increasing communication costs
by overlapping computation and communication. The second approach targets the
decreasing computation efficiency by softening resource contention, which is done by
asynchronously scheduled tasks, so, compute phases of high resource requirements
can be overlapped with phases of low resource requirements.
We implemented both approaches in the FFTXlib and evaluated the results of the
second approach on the Knights Landing test system. We choose the second version
since the test node contains only 68 cores and the clock frequency of 1.4 GHz is
lower than on standard CPUs, i.e. issues in computation are more critical than issues
in communication. The task-based optimization proofs to soften resource contention
and increases the IPC about 10% in the main compute phase.
As a result, the FFT phase shows up to 10% runtime reduction on the already highly
optimized version. An increased performance in the FFTXlib will likewise increase the
performance of the entire Quantum ESPRESSO suite, one of the most used planewave DFT codes in the community of material science. Furthermore, since the task
scheduling is done dynamically during execution, not statically within the code, it
relieves some of the complexity of the two-layered MPI communication from the user
and shifts it to the parallel runtime.

Please note: The ideas and results of this report were compiled into a paper that
was accepted and is to be published. This further underlines the success of the
analysis and proof-of-concept studies performed within the POP project and the
fruitful collaboration with the customer.
Michael Wagner, Victor López, Julián Morillo, Carlo Cavazzoni, Fabio Affinito, Judit
Giménez and Jesús Labarta: Performance Analysis and Optimization of the FFTXlib
on the Intel Knights Landing Architecture. 46th International Conference on Parallel
Processing Workshops (ICPPW), 2017. DOI: 10.1109/ICPPW.2017.44
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Appendix A – Implementation of First Version
This appendix contains the first realization of the suggestions based on the POP
performance audit. As stated before, the first provided version of the FFTXlib was
only partly representing the correct behavior of the entire suite. In particular, a data
dependency of the entire suite was not represented in the FFTXlib.
After communicating the results with the applicant, the FFTXlib was modified
accordingly. In addition, the miniapp was modified and simplified in other aspects,
too. As a result, the new behavior of the FFTXlib was not comparable to the behavior
observed in the performance audit.
To provide still provide the first improvements this appendix highlights the main
modifications of the first provided version. To avoid misleading comparisons with the
original version, we do not include performance results.

As a first step, every function in the original code is transformed into an OpenMP task
by marking them with the “!$omp task” pragma, as shown in Figure 8. For each
function, the label parameter helps identifying the functions later in the traces. This
allows the OmpSs runtime to schedule each task only based on their dependencies,
not by user-defined order.
DO ib = 1, nbnd, step
ipsi = MOD(ib, 2*step)/step + 1
!$omp task default(shared) out(aux,ipsi) label(init_aux)
aux(:,ipsi) = 0.0d0 ; aux(1,ipsi) = 1.0d0
!$omp task in(aux) out(psis(:,ipsi)) in(dffts) label(pack)
CALL pack_group_sticks(aux(:,ipsi), psis(:,ipsi), dffts , ipsi)
!$omp task in(psis(:,ipsi)) in(dffts) out(aux) label(fw_z)
CALL fw_tg_cft3_z( psis( :, ipsi ), dffts, aux(:,ipsi))
!$omp task inout(psis(:,ipsi)) in(dffts) inout(aux (:,ipsi)) &
!$omp & label(fw_scatter)
CALL fw_tg_cft3_scatter(psis(:,ipsi), dffts, aux(:,ipsi))
!$omp task inout(psis(:,ipsi)) in(dffts) label(fw_xy)
CALL fw_tg_cft3_xy(psis(:,ipsi), dffts)
!$omp task out(tmp1, tmp2) label(tmps)
tmp1=1.d0 ; tmp2=0.d0
do iloop = 1,100
CALL DAXPY(10000, pi*iloop, tmp1, 1, tmp2, 1)
!$omp task inout(psis(:,ipsi)) in(dffts) label(bw_xy)
CALL bw_tg_cft3_xy(psis(:,ipsi), dffts)
!$omp task inout(psis(:,ipsi),aux(:,ipsi))in(dffts)label(bw_scatter)
CALL bw_tg_cft3_scatter( psis( :, ipsi ), dffts, aux(:,ipsi) )
!$omp task inout(psis(:,ipsi)) in(aux(:,ipsi), dffts) label(bw_z)
CALL bw_tg_cft3_z( psis( :, ipsi), dffts, aux(:,ipsi))
!$omp task in(psis(:,ipsi),dffts) out(aux(:,ipsi)) label(unpack)
CALL unpack_group_sticks(psis(:,ipsi),aux(:,ipsi), dffts, ipsi)
Figure 8. Main loop in FFTXlib annotated with OmpSs task pragmas and labels.
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After that, we enabled all threads to participate in the parallel regions by nesting
tasks in fft_scalar.FFTW.f90. To this aim, we converted the main loops in functions
cft_2xy and cft_2z into OpenMP task loops, as shown by the omp taskloop pragmas
in Figure 9. This pragma distributes the number of iterations of the loop in chops
equal to grainsize. For our implementation, we have used grainsize equal to 10 and
200 (in the case of function cft_2z).
SUBROUTINE cft_2xy(r, nzl, nx, ny, ldx, ldy, isign, pl2ix)
…
IF( isign < 0 ) THEN
tscale = 1.0_DP / ( nx * ny )
!$omp taskloop grainsize(10) private(offset, i) &
!$omp & label(x_stick)
DO i=1,nzl
offset = 1+ ((i-1)*(ldx*ldy))
CALL FFT_X_STICK_SINGLE( fw_plan(1,ip), r(offset), … )
END DO
!$omp taskloop grainsize(10) private(j, i, k) &
!$omp & label(y_stick)
do i = 1, nx
do k = 1, nzl
IF( dofft( i ) ) THEN
j = i + ldx*ldy * ( k - 1 )
call FFT_Y_STICK(fw_plan(2,ip), r(j), …)
END IF
end do
end do
r = r * tscale
….
Figure 9. cft_2xy loop function in fft_scalar.FFTW.f90 file, annotated with omp taskloop
pragmas and labels
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To finally include an outer taskloop around the main loop mentioned in Figure 8. By
using a taskloop in the main loop, the aux variable can be privatized from iteration to
iteration.
!$omp taskloop grainsize(1) inout(psis(:,MOD(ib,2*step)/step+1)) &
!$omp & label(big_taskloop)
DO ib = 1, nbnd, step
ipsi = MOD(ib, 2*step)/step + 1
!$omp task default(shared) out(aux,ipsi) label(init_aux)
aux(:,ipsi) = 0.0d0 ; aux(1,ipsi) = 1.0d0
!$omp task in(aux) out(psis(:,ipsi)) in(dffts) label(pack)
CALL pack_group_sticks(aux(:,ipsi), psis(:,ipsi), dffts , ipsi)
!$omp task in(psis(:,ipsi)) in(dffts) out(aux) label(fw_z)
CALL fw_tg_cft3_z( psis(:, ipsi), dffts, aux(:,ipsi))
!$omp task inout(psis(:,ipsi)) in(dffts) inout(aux (:,ipsi)) &
!$omp & label(fw_scatter)
CALL fw_tg_cft3_scatter(psis( :, ipsi ), dffts, aux(:,ipsi))
!$omp task inout(psis(:,ipsi)) in(dffts) label(fw_xy)
CALL fw_tg_cft3_xy( psis( :, ipsi ), dffts )
!$omp task out(tmp1, tmp2) label(tmps)
tmp1=1.d0 ; tmp2=0.d0
do iloop = 1,100
CALL DAXPY(10000, pi*iloop, tmp1, 1, tmp2, 1)
!$omp task inout(psis(:,ipsi)) in(dffts) label(bw_xy)
CALL bw_tg_cft3_xy( psis( :, ipsi ), dffts )
!$omp task inout(psis(:,ipsi), aux(:,ipsi)) in(dffts) &
!$omp task & label(bw_scatter)
CALL bw_tg_cft3_scatter( psis( :, ipsi ), dffts, aux(:,ipsi))
!$omp task inout(psis(:,ipsi)) in(aux(:,ipsi), dffts) label(bw_z)
CALL bw_tg_cft3_z( psis( :, ipsi ), dffts, aux(:,ipsi))
!$omp task in(psis(:,ipsi),dffts) out(aux(:,ipsi)) label(unpack)
CALL unpack_group_sticks(psis(:,ipsi), aux(:,ipsi), dffts, ipsi)
Figure 10. Taskloop pragma for main loop, with dependencies through aux variable.

The aux variable controls the dependencies between all the functions within the loop,
yet we noticed that the function shown in Figure 11 has no dependency with any
other region of the main loop. We discussed this with the users/developers and they
will provide an updated version of the code in which we will apply all the optimization
steps again.

…
!$omp task out(tmp1, tmp2) label(tmps)
tmp1=1.d0 ; tmp2=0.d0
do iloop = 1,100
CALL DAXPY(10000, pi*iloop, tmp1, 1, tmp2, 1)
…
Figure 11. tmps function without dependencies in the main loop.
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